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I Remember Mama
By John Van Druten

Setting
In and Around the Hanson Home, San Francisco, California, 1910

Act I
Scene 1 - Katrina's Study
Scene 2 - The Kitchen of the Hanson Home
Scene 3 - Jenny's Kitchen
Scene 4 - Hanson's Kitchen
Scene 5 - Closet Room
Scene 6 - Hospital Corridor
Scene 7 - Family Room
Scene 8 - Hanson's Kitchen
Scene 9 - Anna's Hospital Room
Scene 10 - Hospital Corridor

10 Minute Intermission

Act II
Scene 1 - Soda Shop
Scene 2 - Hanson's Kitchen
Scene 3 - Hanson's Kitchen, the Next Morning
Scene 4 - Street Corner
Scene 5 - Hanson's Kitchen
Scene 6 - A Theater Dressing Room
Scene 7 - Hanson's Kitchen

10 Minute Intermission

Act III
Scene 1 - Parlor in Jenny's House and Telephone Booth
Scene 2 - Uncle Chris' Farm
Scene 3 - Uncle Chris' Porch
Scene 4 - Park Bench, One Year Later
Scene 5 - Hanson's Kitchen
Scene 6 - Lobby of The Fairmont Hotel
Scene 7 - Katrina's Study
Scene 8 - Hanson's Kitchen

Cast
Katrina (Fredericka)
Mama (Jenny)
Anna (Anna)
Maria (Maria)
Jim (Jim)
Mr. Hanson (Mr. Hanson)

First Nurse & Hotel Guest (Gustave Arnold)
Second Nurse/Robert Aren
Soda Clerk/Hotel Clerk (Richard Humble)

Madeline (Mary Mackay)
Dorothy (Challenger/Ann Morris)
Florence (Dana Moorehead/Linda Cope)
Orderly & Bell Boy (Dick English)

Hotel Guest/Sue Bennett
Uncle Elizabeth (The Cat) (Nico)

Staff

Assistant Director: René Jodoin
Stage Manager: Mark Ovinsky

Designer & Technical Director: W.A. Robertson
Assistant Stage Manager: Janet Jirkenson

Director: Moses Robertson